
Prosjektet Harbour of Processes er presentert gjennom 
tekst, bilder og tegninger. Grunnet oppgavens art, med 
en todelt prosess, blir prosjektet i sin helhet presentert 
i boken “Harbour of Processes: A feasibility study 
of Eteläsatama, Helsinki”. Den er vedlagt som A3-
dokument, og beskriver både prosess og resultat i en 
sammenheng. 

Vedlegget “Book of Research and Process” er tredelt. Del 
1 forklarer mitt møte med Helsinki by og og Sørhavnen, 
samt spontane tanker som ble gjort under mitt opphold 
i Helsinki tidlig Januar. Del 2 er et utdrag av refleksjoner 
og materiale studert og produsert i løpet av semesteret, 
gjennom Fase 1 og Fase 2. Del 3 er en liten henvendelse 
til referanser og inspirasjonsbibliotek.

I dette dokumentet ligger også en representasjon av 
plansjen til utstilling, og hvordan et utdrag av materialet 
(hovedsaklig fra del 2) er sammenstilt. 

FORKLARING AV INNLEVERT MATERIALE



THE NEW LAYER
Within 20 years, could we introduce a new layer: Add a new 

grid to the existing one, allowing the inhabitants themselves to 
fill it, shape it, create it. A new community arises, asking to take 
responsibility for the this new structure that becomes their home 

for work and leisure.
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PER SQUARE METERS

2800  
eur/m²

POSSIBLE AMOUNT OF ANNUALLY 
CONSTRUCTED STRUCTURE 

3200  
m²

COST ESTIMATION
GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM

‘BRICKS OF POSSIBILITIES’
ANNUITY DEVELOPMENT

[2]

THE THEORETICAL INVESTMENT COST
 OVER 20 YEARS

EACH QUARTER
2 bricks
800 m2

AFTER 10 YEARS
80 bricks

32 000 m2

AFTER 20 YEARS
160 bricks
64 000 m2

what if we used the same amount 
Guggenheim is planning to spend, 
but on something else? yeah, imagine! We can 

name it the Bricks of 
Possibilities...

and imagine how much we 
could build with that money.... true! enrich the city 

with new processes, 
for the inhabitants
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GUGGENHEIM MUSEUM

BRICKS OF POSSIBILITIES
ANNUITY COST

LIFE TIME COST

we can spend the same amount of 
money, although di�erently; more 
secure and adjustable

INVESTMENT MODEL 1:
cost distribution for Guggenheim Museum. Building constructed over short amount of time, as 
one phase operation. 

Replacement and periodic 
maintenance cost € 16 M

BUDGET 20 YEARS
 BRICKS OF POSSIBILITIES

ONE TIME INVESTMENT
COST ESTIMATION 20 YEARS

Real estate tax € 10 M:
Finnish law

Licence fee €26 M:
fee to the brand Guggenheim

Operation cost € 182 M:
sta�, program, daily operation

Investment (capital) 
cost 182 € M

INVESTMENT MODEL 2:   
cost distribution for the new framework - the Bricks of Possibilties, which gives more a 
constant ratio of construction, which is easily adjustable to market, economy and development 

stable maintenance cost € 16 M

Real estate tax € 10 M:
Finnish law

Marketing of Helsinki €26 M:
promotion of the new activities 
and processes that appears

Operation cost € 182 M:
services to jump start processes: 
sta�, program, facilities, tools 

Investment (capital) 
cost 182 € M
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The motivation behind my thesis is to participate in the 
relevant discussion about the placement of a museum 
proposed by the Solomon R. Guggenheim Foundation, on 
the waterfront of Eteläsatama in the heart of Helsinki city. 
There are mixed opinions concerning if this is the right 
way of regenerating the harbour. As an opposition to the 
design competition launched by Guggenheim, another 
party organises a “counter competition” by name Next 
Helsinki. The aim is to create a platform for discussion; 
alternative proposals for the South Harbour - which I as a 
part of  my thesis participate and contribute to.

How to renew the South Harbour area of Eteläsatama 
for future benefit for the city of Helsinki? The scope of 
my thesis is connected to topics related to both the site, 
the South Harbour as a whole, and strategies connected 
to cost and investment. What else could there be? The 
possibilities given by the capital which the city is willing to 
invest in Guggenheim can be transformed into something 
completely different. My thesis is an exploration 
towards what this alternative could be, and how it could 
reintroduce lost value and create new means to the South 
Harbour. 

The approach towards the topic is driven by examining the 
situation and considering and evaluating the investment 
into Guggenheim contra an alternative, through analytical 
and diagrammatic means - resulting into a strategy which 
is delivered as a competition entry. Phase 2 focuses on 
concretising the strategy into built form, and creating a 
feasibility study for the future.

THE FUTURE OF ETELASATAMA - THE FUTURE OF HELSINKI

Processes within the city

investment 

what is Helsinki known for today, and what will be the future?  
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Guggenheim Helsinki

Relation?
how can I take greater part of 
the built environment? 

�e museum as a box, container vessel for art - the isolated 
world. A heterotopia within the existing city structure. Is it 

possible to break the heterotopia, explode the box and bridging 
new relations between the city, culture, industry and the people? 

Is Guggenheim a good investment? A wish to 
brand the city of Helsinki, a  hope for tourism, 
international outreach which might generate 
new activity in the port of Eteläsatama. 

But is not Helsinki much bigger than Guggen-
heim? Do Helsinki need Guggenheim to shine? 
Or can we rather focus on what the city already 
have, and showcase and strengthen it?

What kind of processes happens within 
the city and its inhabitants? How can the 
built environment create new ones, that 
respond and reacts to the city´s and 
people´s need?

�e Fragmented:
 for the human scale, public spaces, 

transparency and showcase.

Can I do, rather than watch? 
Is there any possibilities of 
taking part of the processes 
within the building?
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INCUBATOR
To shape tomorrow’s ideas 

together

DIY
A wish to create, change and take 
charge of your own surrounding 

ART
the space for cultural activities;
both consuming and producing

URBAN FACTORY
bringing back the industry to 

the city. �e contemporary 
factory

THE HARBOR
port for tourism, 
goods, inhabitants 
- the melting pot 

TO CREATE 
FRAMEWORK FOR 

PROCESSES

WHAT IF WE CREATED A NEW COMMUNITY INSTEAD??

Helsinki

can we push the wheel, and 
make the functions merge?
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THE HALL OF INTERACTION GRID OF PROCESSES

a space for different activities to take place,
where the idea becomes reality

SCENARIO YEAR 20THE HALLWAY 

SITUATIONAL PLAN

a space where the worker meets the visitor, the investor, 
the collector and the tourist

A view from South looking North towards the new South Harbour 
with the city in the backdrop

THE ELEMENTS

three different elements meet on the floor of the harbour, 
each with different structural system

BRICKS OF POSSIBILITIES

PALACE OF POSSIBILITIES

MARKETING OF HELSINKI: € 1,3 million
programs, exhibitions, lectures &
promotion of the new activities and 
processes that appears

OPERATION COST € 5 million
services to jump start processes: 
sta�, program, facilities, tools 

CONSTRUCTION 
BUDGET: € 9,1 million

but how to not cover up the 
whole harbour? Could we 
rather stack and build denser?

Good point! �is way there 
will be possible for 
interactions and public 
spaces along the waterfront.
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TUTOR: OLE MOYSTAD

NORWEGIAN UNIVERSITY FOR SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY
FACULTY FOR ARCHITECTURE AND FINE ART

the many entities that offer and encourage diversity,
within the portals into the unknown possibilities of 

different processes  

Helsinki city center

?
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the Sibelius

the Marimekko

the KONE

the Fiskars

the Saarinen

the Jansson

the Linux

the Supercell

the Arabia

the Kaurismäk

the Tom the Edelfelt

the Aalto The Hänninen

SCENARIO YEAR 15
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CNC/3D PRINT
New technology allows (small scale) 
production right in the city center. New 
prototypes machines is developed, tested 
and used for making  products and art

HARDWARE
�e people of Finland strives 
for new ways to make our lives 
easier. What will be tomorrow´s way of 
communication and engagement with 
digital articles?

SCHOOL OF ART AND INNOVATION
courses, lectures and learning centre for 
inhabitants of Finland. �e new genera-
tion of entrepreneurs and artists are born

CLEAN-TECH

CELLULOSE. 80 % of the country is covered by 
woods, and called Finlands gold. But production of 
paper is decreasing. Alternative ways of using the 
cellulose is discovered and about to replace plastic, 
and even cladding of housing. 

DESALINATION OF 
SEA WATER

Finland  goes full in for energy e�ciency, clean 
industrial processes and bioenergy. Other key 
clean-tech sectors include analysis and automation, 
renewable energy, water and wastewater treatment, 
waste management and emission reduction. 
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RESEARCH

GREEN 
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FOOD
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SOFTWARE 

TEXTILE/ 
FASHION

AQUAPONICS is the combination of hydroponics and 
aquaculture, arranged in a symbiotic environment. It is a 
recirculating system designed to raise large number of �sh 
and plants in relative small volumes

15 years has passed, resulting into 
a harbour where processes are 
allowed to live in a synergy with 
each other, the city and its inhabi-
tants. �e South Harbour is 
nicknamed �e Harbour of 
Processes, and has reached inter-
national attention. Educational 
and research purposes brings an 
continual development of the 
established activity, while the 
di�erent entities are in constant 
dialog with each other.

What kind of programs will be 
developed? �e given structure 
allows a �exibility in composition 
which gives possibilities for adjust-
ments to function and site. 

THE EVOLUTION
By building with an annuity cost model, the development of the build-

ings are allowed to evolve and learn from the existing structures, as well 
as be �exible to changes in market, technology and need.  
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SCENARIO YEAR 10

12 m 

12 m 

LINES OF SIGHT gives the orientation of the blocks, the higher 
and more closed volumes

INFRASTRUCTURAL transportation is mainly based on the 
backside of the entities, allowing free space along the water edge

�e ADDATIVE systems of the blocks, allowing variation of 
stories and lengths, and o�ering �exibility within

di�erent composition of the elements shows �exibility in 
arrangement of spaces

THREE ELEMENTS; the grid of processes, the hall of interaction 
and the solid for services

10 years has passed since the 
money was decided to be invested 
in a new plan for the harbour. It 
was given some guidelines for how 
it would be organized. �ese rules 
applied by planners had an 
intention of giving big �exibility for 
the yet unknown processes, whilst 
also design a framework that 
would secure a holistic plan of the 
whole South Harbour. 

How will tomorrow´s Eteläsatama 
look like?

SURROUNDING THE HARBOUR

The Bricks of Possibilities is translated into the Palace of 
Possibilities. At the end of 20 years the whole harbour will be 
filled. How will it look like, and what kind of activities may 

take place?

SCENARIO YEAR 20

 a view over the Harbour of Processes, looking towords 
South

A FEASIBILITY STUDY OF
SOUTH HARBOUR, HELSINKI

PLAN 1
1:200

SECTION A - A‘
1:200

SECTION B - B‘
1:200

PLAN 2
1:200

Havnen Eteläsatama brettet ut; plan og tilhørende oppriss

Storyboard; Utdrag av Fase 1 og hvordan det munner ut i Fase 2

Tidsakse for utbygging, som tegninger og illustrasjoner hekter seg på

Scenarier gitt av utbyggingsaksen

Illustrasjonsrekke knyttet til scenarier


